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Client
(e.g. Pulse IoT)

Custom Executor
(e.g. Snap)

SMA

1: GET getMetrics()
for requested services

2: Process,
internal
to the SMA

Docker
Executor

" Executor"

What is the
value of the
associated Config Param
" ExecutorPath" ?

3b: Contact
Custom
Executor

Service

To customize this template, click
on any shape and type the
information you would like to
include. Rearrange and add
shapes used as needed. OR
automatically create your
sequence diagram by using the
markup feature.
Sequence Diagram Tutorials
(Hold Shift + ? or Ctrl, then click)

Invoke through the
interface
" MetricsFetcher()"
whatever
implementation(s) is
(are) behind the
interface

Report result to
REST client

Registry-based
General Client
(aka "GC")

Inside the
router-handler
" InvokeMetrics()" , loop
for all requested
services

What is the
value of Config Param
" MetricsMechanism" ?

A sequence diagram is a type of
interaction diagram because it
describes how-and in what
order-a group of objects works
together. This sequence diagram
shows the process of scheduling
an event.

- " Service" flow is depicted in RED
- " Custom" flow is depicted in GREY
- " Docker" flow is depicted in BLUE

FetchMetrics(), which is
analogous to GC's
FetchConfiguration()

3a: Contact GC

"Service"

Read our UML blog post

Visit our UML sequence markup
help center
Read our UML sequence
diagram page

"Service"

Learn how to make a UML
sequence diagram

4b: Custom Executor
responds
with raw data

"Custom"

Learn how to automatically
create UML sequence diagrams

Watch Lucidchart basic tutorials
"Docker"

3c: Contact
Docker
Executor

5: Pass Metrics Data (raw form)
to SMA
Metrics in
JSON
format

6: Convert
format

Package the raw
Metrics Data for
Client's consumption

7: SMA responds to client

Metrics Data
4c: Docker Executor
responds
with raw data

4a: Service
responds
with raw data

